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Although we are confronted with an ever-changing environment, we do not have the capacity to analyze all incoming sensory informa-
tion. Perception is selective and is guided both by salient events occurring in our visual field and by cognitive premises about what needs
our attention. Although the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) and frontal eye field (FEF) are known to represent the position of visual
attention, their respective contributions to its control are still unclear. Here, we report LIP and FEF neuronal activities recorded while
monkeys performed a voluntary attention-orientation target-detection task. We show that both encode behaviorally significant events,
but that the FEF plays a specific role in mapping abstract cue instructions onto a spatial priority map to voluntarily guide attention. On the
basis of a latency analysis, we show that the coding of stimulus identity and position precedes the emergence of an explicit attentional
signal within the FEF. We also describe dynamic temporal hierarchies between LIP and FEF: stimuli carrying the highest intrinsic saliency
are signaled by LIP before FEF, whereas stimuli carrying the highest extrinsic saliency are signaled in FEF before LIP. This suggests that
whereas the parietofrontal attentional network most probably processes visual information in a recurrent way, exogenous processing
predominates in the parietal cortex and the endogenous control of attention takes place in the FEF.

Introduction
In a complex visual environment, dedicated attention mecha-
nisms set processing priorities among different object features or
locations in space. The implication of the parietal cortex (Colby
et al., 1996; Gottlieb et al., 1998; Corbetta and Shulman, 2002;
Yantis et al., 2002; Herrington and Assad, 2009) and the prefron-
tal cortex (Moore and Armstrong, 2003; Moore and Fallah, 2004)
in visuospatial attention is well established. However, orienting
attention in space is not a unitary process. It can be bottom-up
and stimulus-driven, induced by the intrinsic physical salience of
visual stimuli, or it can be top-down, guided by stimulus rele-
vance as defined by our internal goals or expectations. Neuronal
correlates of both bottom-up and top-down attention have been
identified in both the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) (Gottlieb et
al., 1998; Bisley and Goldberg, 2003) and the frontal eye field
(FEF) (Thompson and Bichot, 2005; Armstrong et al., 2009;
Monosov and Thompson, 2009). Focal reversible inactivations of
either cortical region (Wardak et al., 2004; Wardak et al., 2006)
lead to significant behavioral impairments in easy visual search
tasks that are known to rely on bottom-up attentional processes
(Theeuwes, 1993) and in conjunction search tasks that are pos-
ited to mostly rely on top-down attentional processes, although

there is evidence that bottom-up processes and feature attention
mechanisms are also involved (Zénon et al., 2009a, 2009b). As a
result, the distinctive contributions of LIP and FEF to the alloca-
tion of visual attention in space are not clear. Few studies have
investigated this issue directly (Chafee and Goldman-Rakic,
2000; Buschman and Miller, 2007; Katsuki and Constantinidis,
2012). Buschman and Miller (2007) showed that, during a con-
junction visual search task, prefrontal neurons signal target loca-
tion before parietal neurons, whereas the temporal relation is
reversed during an easy visual search task.

However, visual search tasks do not allow differentiation between
spatial selection by attention (i.e., selecting a portion of space for
enhanced processing) and stimulus selection (target detection), a
process closely associated with visual awareness that is distinct from
spatial attention but modulated by it (for review, see Lamme, 2004).
Here, we present neuronal activities from LIP and the FEF and ana-
lyze two distinct neurophysiological signatures: (1) neuronal mod-
ulations reflecting spatial attention allocation (i.e., the selection of a
portion of space for enhanced processing) after the interpretation of
a visual cue and (2) neuronal modulations associated with the detec-
tion of a behaviorally significant endogenous target event. We pro-
vide evidence for functional and temporal differences within the
parietofrontal network in their contribution to voluntary spatial at-
tentional control and target detection.

Materials and Methods
All procedures were approved by the local animal care committee in
compliance with the guidelines of the European Community on Animal
Care.

Surgical procedure and FEF and LIP mapping. An MRI-compatible
head restraint device and 2 recording chambers were positioned over the
LIP and the FEF of one female (monkey M, 7 kg) and one male (monkey
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Z, 10 kg) monkey (Macaca mulata) using standard procedures (Wardak
et al., 2004).

FEF sites were characterized as the sites of the anterior bank of the
arcuate sulcus in which low-threshold microstimulations (�50 �A)
evoked systematic eye movements. The visuomotor response patterns on
a classic memory-guided saccade task at these sites served as a confirma-
tion (Bruce et al., 1985; Colby and Goldberg, 1999). LIP sites were char-
acterized on the basis of their visuomotor responses in a memory-guided
saccade task (Gnadt and Andersen, 1988). In both areas, we specifically
selected the cortical positions at which evoked saccade amplitude and
visual or motor receptive field (RF) position ranged between 10° and 15°.
Recordings on the main task started upon the identification of visual,
saccadic, or delay responses in a memory-guided saccade task. As a result,
our neuronal dataset can be considered heterogeneous (Premereur et al.,
2011) and minimally biased toward a given functional type compared
with other studies.

Behavioral procedures. Monkeys were seated with their heads re-
strained facing a translucent tangent screen placed 35 cm away from
them. Stimuli were back-projected onto this screen by a Davis DL-450
video projector. Experimental control was achieved by a real-time data
acquisition system (REX; Hays et al., 1982) interfaced with a visual pre-
sentation computer running a dedicated custom software (Sclavus). The
timing performance of the video projector was tested using a photoelec-
tric cell monitoring of stimuli projection and was adjusted for during
data analysis. Eye position was acquired with a video eye tracking system
(EyeScan) digitized at 250 Hz.

Cued dual stream rapid serial visual presentation task. We trained 2
monkeys to perform a cued version of a dual peripheral stream Rapid
Serial Visual Presentation (RSVP) task. They had to detect the appear-
ance of a target image in one of two streams and report it as quickly as
possible by releasing a bar. A cue image embedded in the first stream
predicted with a given probability whether the target would subsequently
appear in the first stimulus stream or in the other stimulus stream.

Each trial began when the monkeys held the bar and fixated a central
spot within a virtual square of 2.5° wide. Any fixation break or bar release
immediately interrupted the ongoing trial. Five hundred milliseconds
after fixation onset, a rapid succession of 150-ms-long visual items, with
no intervening blanks, began at one of two possible locations on the
screen (Fig. 1-1). This stream of stimuli will be called the “first stream.”
Three-hundred milliseconds (i.e., two stimuli) later, a “second stream”
appeared at the second location. From this point on, stimuli on both
streams were presented synchronously. Three hundred to 600 ms (i.e.,
two to four stimuli) after the onset of the second stream, a cue image
appeared in the first stream. A target was then presented and the monkey
had to detect it as fast as possible for a liquid reward. In target trials (80%
of all trials), the cue indicated where the target would appear with a
probability of 80% (i.e., probability of 64% over all trials). We refer to the
cue indicating that the target will appear in the second stream as the
“Shift” cue and the cue indicating that the target will appear in the first
stream as the “Stay” cue. Targets that match cue instruction are called
“valid target” (and “invalid target” otherwise). The target could appear at
different time intervals from the cue (cue to target onset asynchronies,
CTOAs: 150, 300, 600, and 900 ms). The monkeys had to report target’s
presence by releasing the bar for a liquid reward. Bar releases shorter than
150 ms from target presentation were counted as anticipations. Bar re-
leases longer than 750 ms were discarded as false alarms (FAs). Twenty
percent of the trials were catch trials in which no target was present and
monkeys were rewarded for holding the bar up to the end of the trial.
First stream position, cue type, target validity, and CTOA were pseudo-
randomly distributed throughout the experimental session. The two
streams of stimuli were placed symmetrically from the fixation point so
that one of them was always placed in the RF of the cell being recorded
from.

Visual stimuli. Visual stimuli (32 � 32 pixels, 2° � 2° of visual angle)
consisted of two gray values patterns (RGB gray [0.47 0.47 0.47] and RGB
gray [0.53 0.53 0.53]). All stimuli were isoluminent equal mean gray level
stimuli containing between two and six horizontal and vertical spatial
cycles, except for the target which was composed of just one horizontal
and one vertical cycle. The cues had identical spatial frequencies differing

only in that the Shift cue was slightly red (RGB [1 0.47 0.47] and RGB gray
[0.53 0.53 0.53]) and the Stay cue was slightly green (RGB [0.47 1 0.47]
and RGB gray [0.53 0.53 0.53]).

Data acquisition and sorting. Recordings were performed using both
single tungsten electrodes (Frederick Haer) and platinum/tungsten te-
trodes (Thomas Recording). Electrodes were lowered with a NAN elec-
trode microdrive (or two such microdrives in the case of joint LIP and
FEF recordings). Electrophysiological signals were amplified and spikes
were digitized at 20,000 Hz (Plexon) with National Instruments cards
controlled by a custom data acquisition software. Single units were sorted
offline using Offline Sorter software (Plexon).

Data analysis. To dissociate cue-related from target-related activities,
the trials in which the target occurred right after cue presentation (i.e.,
150 ms after cue onset, first CTOA) were discarded. The response of each
cell to each event was estimated using multiple successive bin-wise
ANOVAS on the number of spikes in two adjacent 100 ms time windows
in steps of 1 ms ( p � 0.01; Ben Hamed and Duhamel, 2002). A cell was
considered as event related when the ANOVA reached and main-
tained significance for at least 30 of 35 ms in a time interval of between
30 and 300 ms after the event of interest. All analyses were performed
on valid correct trials. Single cell responses are displayed using a spike
density function with a Gaussian kernel and a � of 20 ms. For popu-
lation plots, neuronal activity was first normalized (with respect to
each cell’s maximum of discharge rate) and then averaged over all the
selected subpopulation.

Target and cue-related cells are defined as those cells in which activity
changed significantly with respect to the baseline in the 30 –300 ms after
target and cue presentation, respectively (sliding ANOVA procedure de-
scribed above). Target-related cells responded to at least one of the two
possible target configurations (inside or opposite the RF). Their response
latency was defined as the point after target presentation at which the
p-value crossed the significance value and remained significant for at
least 30 of 35 ms. Cue-related cells responded to at least one of the four
possible cue configurations (Shift or Stay cue, inside or opposite the RF).
Their response latency was defined using receiver operator characteristic
(ROC) analysis (see below).

ROC analyses. The task used in this study presents the complexity that
the response to a cue can be addressed both to the presentation of a single
cue and to the associated attention orientation instruction, so it is diffi-
cult to describe the complexity of the cell’s responses only with ANOVAs.
To address this issue, we performed four different ROC analyses (Green
and Swets, 1966) on those cells previously defined as cue responsive.
ROC is a nonparametric statistic that allows for a qualitative estimation
of the degree of overlap of two distributions of firing rates regardless of
any specific a priori about normality or homoscedasticity. Two perfectly
overlapping distributions will yield a ROC value of 0.5. Two completely
different distributions will yield a ROC value of 1 or 0 depending on the
directionality of the comparison.

Specifically, at each 1 ms time step, a ROC value was calculated by
comparing the trial-by-trial spike counts of both conditions of interest in
the 100 ms window centered on this time step. ROC values could vary
above or below 0.5. For the sake of clarity, when comparing the different
ROC analyses across the neuronal population, these values were rectified
so that the ROC values in time varied between 0.5 and 1. ROC measures
were rectified as follows: rectified ROC value � 0.5 � �0.5 � ROC value�.
This allowed us to identify those cells selectively discriminating between
attention within the RF versus attention away from the RF or cue within
the RF versus cue away from the RF, and whether this corresponded to an
increased or a decreased neuronal response in the first condition with
respect to the second condition. Overall, �75% of the cells had a prefer-
ential enhanced neuronal response for the contralateral side (attention or
position) with respect to the ipsilateral side (n � 79/112, 70%). The
neuronal responses being compared were considered significantly differ-
ent when the ROC value rose above a threshold of 2.5 times the SD of the
ROC baseline (calculated over a time window of 100 ms preceding cue
onset) for 25 ms in a time window of 30 ms. We performed four different
ROC analyses: (1) attentional ROC (Fig. 4B1), comparing neuronal re-
sponses of trials during which the cue instructed attention within the RF
(Stay cue inside RF � Shift cue outside RF) with trials during which the
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cue instructed attention away from the RF (Stay cue outside RF � Shift
cue inside RF); (2) positional ROC (Fig. 4B2), comparing neuronal re-
sponses of trials during which the cue was presented within the RF (Stay
cue inside RF � Shift cue inside RF) with trials during which the cue was
presented away from the RF (Stay cue outside RF � Shift cue outside RF);
(3) Shift ROC (data not shown), comparing responses to a Shift cue
inside the RF with an ipsilateral Shift cue outside the RF; and (4) Stay
ROC (data not shown), comparing responses to a contralateral Stay cue
with an ipsilateral Stay cue.

Latency of cue-related cells. Because a given cell can significantly re-
spond to several independent cue configurations with different timings,
we define, for each cell, a unique cue-related response latency as the point
in time at which the first of these four previously described ROC signals
reaches the significance threshold.

Cue-cells classification. We used a bootstrap analysis to classify neurons
into three different categories and differentiate the attention and the
position information carried by each. Specifically, and for each condition
(ipsilateral Shift cue, contralateral Shift cue, ipsilateral Stay cue, and con-
tralateral Stay cue), we sampled, with replacement, as many trials as
available. For example, if for a given cell 10 contralateral Stay trials were
available, we drew randomly a first trial from the 10 possible trials, placed
it back in the trial pool, and drew a second trial from the same 10 possible
trials. This second trial had a probability of 1/10 of being identical to the
first trial (sampling with replacement). This procedure was repeated un-
til 10 trials were sampled for the contralateral Stay condition. The same
procedure was repeated for the other cue conditions. We used these
selected trials to compute an attention index in time (�attention contra-
attention ipsi/attention contra � attention ipsi�) and a position index in
time (�position contra-position ipsi/position contra-position ipsi�). Each
index in time was computed from neuronal activities averaged over a 100
ms time window in time steps of 1 ms. We then calculated the difference
between the attention and the position indices (IAP). This entire sam-
pling with replacement procedure was then repeated 10,000 times and an
average IAP index in time was obtained for each cell.

To estimate whether the difference between the attention index and
the position index was statistically significant, we performed a permuta-
tion test as follows. For each cell, we randomly reassigned all the available
trials to the four different cue categories according to their respective
number of trials (ipsilateral Shift cue, contralateral Shift cue, ipsilateral
Stay cue, and contralateral Stay cue) irrespective of the exact cue config-
uration to which they corresponded. We then calculated an IAP index as
described above. This IAP index, derived from the permutation of the
available data, will be called a p-IAP index. This permutation procedure
was performed 10,000 times to generate a distribution of 10,000 p-IAP

indices against which the real IAP index was tested. We classified this cell
as an “attention neuron” if its IAP fell within the upper 5% of the permu-
tated IAP distribution for 25 of 30 ms after the cell’s cue-related response
onset. We classified it as a “position neuron” if its IAP fell within the lower
5% of the permutated IAP distribution for 25 of 30 ms after the cell’s
cue-related response onset. The remaining cells were classified as “cue-
selective cells.” The distribution of the cue-related cells in these three
categories between FEF and LIP were compared using a � 2 test.

Results
Behavioral analysis
Figure 1-1 provides a thorough description of the cued target-
detection task that the monkeys had to perform that is based on a
dual RSVP (Yantis et al., 2002; Ibos et al., 2009). Monkeys had to
detect a low saliency target that was embedded in one of the two
continuous visual streams presented on the screen. A cue indi-
cated the most probable target position when interpreted cor-
rectly. An optimal target-detection behavior in this demanding
task requires the voluntary allocation of spatial attention to one
of the two streams based on the advanced information provided
by the cue. Optimal behavior is thus expected to correlate with
significantly slower detection reaction times (RTs) in trials in
which the target appears in the unpredicted stream (invalid trials)
compared with trials in which it appears in the predicted stream

(valid trials). It is also expected to correlate with significantly
higher detection rates (DRs) on valid trials than on invalid trials.
As a result, only those sessions in which a validity effect could be
seen on both RT and DR (91/95 sessions for monkey M and 32/35
sessions for monkey Z) are included in the present analysis. In
these sessions, robust validity effects were measured for both
monkeys in both RTs (Fig. 1-2, t test, p � 0.001 for monkey M
and p � 0.01 for monkey Z) and DRs (Fig. 1-3, t test, p � 0.001 for
both monkeys). Table 1 provides additional details on the behav-
ioral performance, including average RT, DR, and FA rates. These
validity effects were present and not different (t test, p � 0.2) in

Figure 1. 1, Task description. The experimental procedure is a cued-target detection based
on a dual RSVP paradigm (Yantis et al., 2002; Ibos et al., 2009). The monkey is required to
maintain its gaze on the central fixation point all throughout the trial. A first stream of stimuli,
a succession of visual stimuli every 150 ms, is presented either within (as here) or opposite the
fixation point from the cell’s receptive field. Three hundred milliseconds later, a second stream
appears opposite the first stream from the fixation point. Then, 300, 450, or 600 ms (here, 300
ms) after the second stream onset, a cue is presented within the first stream. This cue can be a
green Stay cue, indicating to the monkey that the target has an 64% probability to appear
within this very same stream, or a red Shift cue (as here), indicating that the target has a 64%
probability to appear within the opposite stream. In 80% of the trials, the target is presented
150, 300, 600, or 900 ms from cue onset. In 80% of these target trials (64% of all trials), the
target location is correctly predicted by the cue (valid target, as here). In 20% of these target
trials (16% of all trials), the target location is incorrectly predicted by the cue (invalid target). In
the remaining 20% of trials, no target is presented (catch trials) so as to discourage FAs. The
target is composed of just one horizontal and one vertical spatial cycle, whereas distractor items
are composed of up to six horizontal and vertical spatial cycles. The monkey gets rewarded for
responding by a bar release between 150 and 750 ms after target presentation and for holding
on to the bar when no target is presented. 2, 3, Cue validity effects. Both monkeys respond
faster (2) and have higher DRs (3) on valid cue trials than on invalid cue trials (mean � SE) in
both the FEF (black) and LIP (gray) recording sessions. **p � 0.01; ***p � 0.001.
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both sessions targeted to the parietal cortex (Fig. 1-2,3, gray) and
those targeted to the prefrontal cortex (Fig. 1-2,3, black, 10 ses-
sions with joint LIP and FEF recordings for monkey M and 6 for
monkey Z). Variations in behavioral performance could thus not
account for the functional differences between these two regions
(described below).

In contrast to other tasks that require monitoring a single
location and ignoring events taking place previously (Gregoriou
et al., 2009), the task used in the present study involves the con-
stant monitoring of two streams of stimuli. If this were not the
case, the DRs of invalid targets would not be above chance (Table
1). As a result, the net effect of cue interpretation is best viewed as
a reorientation of attention (i.e., a readjustment of the attentional
biases toward each of the two streams), rather than as an all
(Shift) or none (Stay) displacement of the attentional locus. In
the following, Shift and Stay will be used to designate an atten-
tional bias toward the second stream and the first stream,
respectively.

Neuronal recordings
One of the two streams was systematically placed within the neu-
ron’s receptive field. Both areas responded with a short latency
increase in firing rate at the onset of the stream that was aligned
with the neuron’s RF. A transient inhibition could also be seen
when the second stream was presented away from the RF. These
phasic responses to stream onset were followed by a lower tonic
firing rate that was not modulated by the rhythm of image tran-
sitions, suggesting that whereas both areas did encode the pres-
ence of a visual stream into their receptive field, they did not
encode the stream visual transients (Fig. 2). A total of 80 LIP and
123 FEF task-related neurons (i.e., neurons responding to flow,
cue, or target onset) were recorded.

Our analyses focus on neuronal activity after cue and target
onsets (n � 99/123 neurons in FEF and n � 63/80 neurons in
LIP). A substantial number of FEF and LIP neurons showed
target-related activity only (FEF: 27%, n � 27/99 and LIP: 36%,
n � 23/63). Figure 3-1 shows an example of such a cell with no
significant modulation after the cue, a clear response to a pre-
dicted and correctly detected contralateral target, but no re-
sponse to a predicted and correctly detected ipsilateral target.
Another important proportion of cells showed a combination of
cue- and target-related activity (FEF: 59%, n � 58/99 and LIP:
46%, n � 29/63). Figure 3-2,3,4 shows three examples of such
cue-target cells, with diverse modulations after the cue (analyzed
below), a clear response to a predicted contralateral target, but no
response to a predicted ipsilateral target. Only a small percentage
of neurons responded to the cue only (FEF: 14%, n � 14/99 and
LIP 17%, n � 11/63). The specific neuronal activity patterns in
response to cue and target events in each area are described next.

Cue-related responses
The cue image embedded in the first visual stream provides ad-
vanced information about target location. It should be stressed
that to benefit from this cue, it is not sufficient to attend to the
location where it appears— both its location and its identity need
to be combined and interpreted. This is because, for example, a
red cue on the right side means “target on the left” and a red cue
on the left side means “target on the right.” Therefore, in a first
step, we identified the cue-related cells defined as those cells in
which activity changed significantly with respect to the baseline
in response to at least one of the four possible cue configurations
(sliding ANOVA, p � 0.01). Figure 3 illustrates the diversity of
the observed cue-related responses (FEF: n � 72, LIP: n � 40).
Some cells (selective cue cells), such as the LIP cell presented in
Figure 3-2, selectively responded to a single type of cue (here, a
Stay cue presented in the RF, blue response curve). A second
group of cells (position cue cells), such as the FEF cell presented
in Figure 3-3, responded when a cue was presented in the cell’s RF
whether it was a Shift or a Stay cue. Figure 3-4 shows a cell (at-

Table 1. Mean RTs, DRs, and FAs

Monkey M FEF Monkey M LIP Monkey Z FEF Monkey Z LIP

Valid Invalid Valid Invalid Valid Invalid Valid Invalid

Mean RT (ms) 457 480 474 484 414 422 413 420
Mean DR (%) 79.6 62.9 77 61.2 66.8 62.4 66 57.2
Mean FA (%) 22 28 39 35

DRs are calculated as follows: hits/(hits � misses), where hits correspond to those target trials in which the monkey
correctly produced a hand response from 150 to 750 ms after target presentation and misses correspond to all
remaining target trials in which either an improper hand response was produced outside of the imposed response
window or no hand response was given. FAs were calculated as follows: FAs/(FAs � correct rejections), where FAs
correspond to those catch trials in which the monkey produced a hand response and correct rejections correspond to
those in which the monkey correctly refrained from any hand response. Shown are FEF and LIP sessions and both
valid and invalid trials (does not apply to FAs). Please note that DRs and FAs are not calculated over the same type of
trials, so their sum does not amount to 100%.

Figure 2. FEF and LIP population responses to the presentation of the visual streams. FEF (1)
and LIP (2) population responses in trials in which the first stream was presented within the
receptive field (black, mean � SE) or opposite (gray), aligned on the first stream onset (con-
tinuous black vertical line) and simultaneously on the second stream onset (continuous dashed
vertical line). The gray shades in the background correspond to the chronological succession of
stimuli within each visual stream at a rate of one image per 150 ms.
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tention cue cell) in which the response increased after a Stay cue
presented contralaterally or a Shift cue presented ipsilaterally,
both of which instructed attention toward its RF. Conversely, the
spiking rate was diminished after either a Shift cue presented
contralaterally or a Stay cue presented ipsilaterally (i.e., after a cue
instructing attention away from its RF). To quantify the response
patterns of each cue-related cell in both LIP and FEF, we mea-
sured its response selectivity in time to the position of attention
instructed by the cue, using a normalized ROC analysis (Green
and Swets, 1966). This procedure estimates the probability that
an ideal observer can determine whether the subject’s attention
was allocated ipsilaterally or contralaterally based on the distri-
bution of the firing rates associated with each condition (see
“ROC analysis” section in Materials and Methods for a full de-
scription). A ROC index of 0.5 indicates no selectivity to atten-
tion allocation, whereas a ROC index �0.5 indicates a
preferential coding for attention oriented in the RF with respect
to the opposite field (see the “ROC analysis” section in Materials
and Methods for details). Figure 4-1 represents the time course of
this attentional ROC index around the cue (vertical red line) for
each cell (along the y-axis, FEF cells, top, LIP cells, bottom). ROC
indices are color coded such that an index of 0.5 is dark blue and
higher-index values go from cyan to red.

We likewise measured the cells’ response selectivity in time to
cue position by estimating, using the same method, the probabil-
ity that an ideal observer could determine whether the cue was
presented ipsilaterally or contralaterally based on the distribution
of firing rates associated with each condition. The corresponding
position ROC indices are presented in Figure 4-2. To convey a
better sense of what both attentional and positional ROC indices
reflect in terms of spiking rates, small arrows along the y-axis of

Figure 4-1 indicate the ROC indices of the three exemplar cells
presented in Figure 3. Although the attentional cell (blue arrow)
reached the significance threshold only for attentional ROC in-
dices and the positional cell (black arrow) reached significance
only for positional ROC indices, the cue-selective cell actually
remained below significance for both indices (red arrow) because
this cell responds only to a contralateral Stay cue. As a result, it
contributes to “attention contralateral,” but insufficiently so be-
cause this signal is not reinforced by a significant response to an
ipsilateral Shift cue. Likewise, this cell contributes to “cue con-
tralateral,” but, again, insufficiently so because this signal is not
reinforced by a significant response to a contralateral Stay cue.

IAP, the average difference between the “instantaneous” atten-
tion and position indexes in time calculated using a bootstrap
method and resampling trials with replacement (as described in
the Materials and Methods), allowed us to better comprehend the
relative contribution of each cell to attention or position coding
(Fig. 4-3). The IAP of the attentional cell (blue arrow) after cue
onset was well above zero, whereas that of the position cell was
below zero (black arrow). The IAP of the cue-selective cell stayed
around zero. To summarize these results across both FEF and LIP
populations, we averaged the IAP values from 0 to 50 ms after
response onset (white ticks, see “Latency of cue-related cells”
section in Materials and Methods for details). The cue-related IAP

distribution is represented in Figure 4-4 (top, FEF; bottom, LIP).
The LIP IAP distribution is significantly offset toward position
coding (mean�-0.03, median � �0.014) with respect to the FEF
IAP distribution (mean � 0.03, median � 0.018, t test, p � 0.03).
Cue cells were classified a posteriori into three functional catego-
ries based on the statistical difference between the instantaneous
distribution of IAP attentional and positional indexes in the 50 ms

Figure 3. Cue and target-related activities: single cell examples. For each cell, spike-density functions are represented for each of the four possible cue configurations and each of the two target
positions. Cue-related responses are estimated over all correct trials. Target-related responses are estimated over all validly cued correct trials. 1, Cell specifically responding to the target presented
contralaterally to the recording site (inside its RF) and showing no selectivity to cues. 2, Cell specifically responding to a Stay cue and to a target presented contralaterally to the recording site (inside
its RF). 3, Cell enhanced for contralateral cues and contralateral targets (inside its RF). 4, Cell enhanced when attention is instructed contralateral to the recording site for contralateral targets (inside
its RF). Cue-related responses are color coded as follows: continuous blue corresponds to Stay contralateral trials, dashed blue corresponds to Stay ipsilateral trials, continuous red corresponds to Shift
from contralateral to ipsilateral trials, dashed red corresponds to Shift from ipsilateral to contralateral trials, continuous black corresponds to contralateral target trials, dashed black corresponds to
ipsilateral target trials. The gray shades in the background correspond to the chronological succession of stimuli within each visual stream at a rate of one image per 150 ms.
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window after cue-related response onset (see “Cue classification”
section in Materials and Methods for details). In this time win-
dow, the attention index of position cue cells was on average
significantly lower than their position index (Fig. 4-4, black dis-
tribution). The attention index of attention cue cells was on av-
erage significantly higher than their position index (Fig. 4-4, blue
distribution). The remaining cells, defining the selective cue cells,
had an attention index that was not significantly different from
their position index (Fig. 4-4, red distribution). As predicted by
this categorization, the position cue cell population of both FEF
and LIP specifically encoded cue position, whereas the attention
cue cells population of both areas specifically encoded the atten-
tion instruction held by the cue (Fig. 5). As could already be
suspected from the two distributions shown in Figure 4-4, the
overall representation of these functional cue-related cell sub-
types were significantly different between the two areas (� 2,
df � 2, p � 0.0001). This difference cannot be explained by the
cue-selective cells, which are represented in large proportions in
both areas (FEF: n � 40/72, 55%; LIP: n � 27/40, 67%), nor by
the position cells (FEF: n � 11/72, 15%; LIP: n � 9/40, 22%), but
by the higher proportion of attention cells in FEF than in LIP
(FEF: n � 21/72, 29%; LIP: n � 4/40, 10%). This suggests a
differential contribution of FEF and LIP to cue analysis. Although
both LIP and FEF are involved in the analysis of the intrinsic
properties of the cue such as its position or its color, FEF appears
to dedicate more resources to the analysis of the extrinsic prop-
erties of the cue and the mapping of the attentional cue instruc-
tion onto space than LIP.

This latter operation requires integrating both the identity
and the position of the cue. Encoding attention can thus be pre-
dicted to take longer than encoding cue position or cue identity.

To test this hypothesis, we compared the cue-response latencies
of the different cell categories across both areas. The first major
observation of this analysis was that cue-related responses had an
overall earlier onset in LIP than in the FEF (Fig. 6, left, median �
83 vs 136 ms, Wilcoxon rank test, p � 0.001). Comparing
response latencies as a function of the above-described cell cate-
gories brings about a second major observation. The response of
LIP selective cue-related cell class (median � 70 ms) precedes all
other cell categories (Wilcoxon rank test, p � 0.05 or lower). In
particular, it has a shorter latency than position cue-related LIP
cells (median � 117 ms, Fig. 6, middle, Wilcoxon rank test, p �
0.05). This result suggests that the signal arising from this later
population is a processing step away from the selective cue-
related cell class and might play an active role in the computa-
tions that LIP is performing during this specific period of the task.
The latency of FEF selective cue-related cells (median � 123 ms)
and position cue-related cells (median � 121 ms, Fig. 6) are not
significantly different from each other (Wilcoxon rank test, p �
0.77), whereas the latency of FEF-selective cue-related cells is
significantly different from that of LIP selective cue-related cells
(p � 0.007). Of major interest is the observation that FEF atten-
tion cue-related cells lag all other cell categories (median � 150
ms, significant or close to significant comparison with all cue-cell
subtypes except FEF cue position cells: Wilcoxon rank test com-
parison with FEF cue selective cells, p � 0.01; Wilcoxon rank test
comparison with LIP cue position cells, p � 0.06). Note that LIP
attention cells are not included in the present analysis due to their
small number (four cells). These temporal relationships and their
statistical significance remained unchanged when ROCs were
performed over 60 or 40 ms averaging windows and when cue-
related cell response latencies were estimated using a sliding

Figure 4. Cue-related activities: population responses. 1, ROC values in time comparing neuronal responses with contralateral versus ipsilateral attention orientation instruction for both FEF cells
(top, each line corresponds to a cell) and LIP cells (bottom). 2, ROC values in time comparing neuronal responses with contralateral versus ipsilateral cues. 3, Comparison for each cell of the strength
with which they discriminate the final position of attention compared with cue position over time. IAP index is the average difference between two instantaneous attention and position indexes,
computed using a randomized bootstrap method (n � 10,000, see Materials and Methods for details). White ticks correspond to cue-response latency for each cell. In 1, 2, and 3, ROC significance
(1,2) or earliest cue-response (3) onset is signified for each cell by a white dot. 4, Distribution of average IAP over a window of 50 ms after cue-response onset is also represented for both FEF and LIP
cell populations. Three cell categories are defined: position cue cells in black, selective cue cells in red, and attention cue cells in blue. Cells in 1, 2, and 3 are ordered a posteriori along the y-axis to
cluster into these three cell categories from high to low response latencies for categories “position” and “attention” and low to high response latencies for category “cue-selective” (color coded as
in 4 along the y-axis of the left panel).
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ANOVA procedure. The overall emerging temporal sequence is
the following: LIP-selective cue cells respond first, followed by
LIP position cue cells, FEF-selective cue cells, and FEF position
cue cells that cluster at intermediate latencies. FEF attention cue
cells respond last, suggesting that they might be the product of
local computations combining cue position and cue identity to
extract the final instructed position of attention.

The cue-selective cells that we identi-
fied can individually encode neither the
position of the cue nor the final instructed
position of attention (in contrast to the
position and attention cue cells). How-
ever, a minimal population composed of a
Stay contralateral, a Stay ipsilateral, a Shift
contralateral, and a Shift ipsilateral selec-
tive cue cell (four cells in all) holds all of
the necessary information to encode ei-
ther the position of the cue or the final
position of attention. The average onset
latency of an attention or position ROC
significance can be considered as an
approximation of the time at which a po-
tential coding of attention or position
emerges from the LIP and FEF cue-
selective cell populations. On average, the
attention ROC curves reach significance
116 � 69 ms in LIP and 134 � 58 ms in
FEF (no statistical difference between
these two latency distributions, Wilcoxon
test, p � 0.1). In comparison, the position
ROC curves reached significance 100 �
54 ms in LIP and 114 � 81 ms in FEF (no
statistical difference between these two
latency distributions, Wilcoxon test, p �
0.2). As a result, if these selective cell popu-
lations do indeed contribute to attention
and position, then they most probably do so
with the same timing (see Discussion).

Interestingly, the emergence of an ex-
plicit attention selectivity in the FEF at 150
ms is consistent with the animal’s behav-
ior. Indeed, although human subjects
achieve maximum DRs for targets pre-
sented 400 ms after cue onset (Ibos et al.,
2009, Fig. 3), the DRs of both monkeys
were already at their maximum as early as
150 ms after cue onset (Table 2; Monkey
M: one-way ANOVA on DR with CTOA
as main factor, p � 0.001, a Tukey-
Cramer post hoc test indicates that DR at
CTOAs 150 and 300 cannot be distin-
guished one from the other, and are sig-
nificantly higher than DR at CTOAs 600
and 900, p � 0.01; Monkey Z: one-way
ANOVA on DR with CTOA as main fac-
tor, p � 0.001, a Tukey-Cramer post hoc
test indicates that DR at CTOAs 150, 300,
and 600 cannot be distinguished one from
the other and are significantly higher than
DR at CTOA 900, p � 0.05).

Target-related responses
Both LIP (Gottlieb et al., 1998; Kusunoki

et al., 2000; Toth and Assad, 2002) and FEF (Bichot et al., 1996)
are selective to the key stimuli of a behavioral task. Here, we
compared how the detected target is represented in both areas.
FEF neurons showed robust target-related responses in equiva-
lent proportions (85/99, 86%) to LIP (52/63, 82%). This was
expected given that the target is the single most behaviorally sig-
nificant stimulus of the task. In the following, we will specifically

Figure 5. Cue-related activities: population response. FEF (1) and LIP (2) normalized population responses to cue onset as a
function of the two extreme cue-related subtypes identified in Figure 3. Left, Position cells. Right: Attention cells. For each area, the
first row represents the subpopulation average response to each individual cue in a color code as indicated by the legend. The
second row represents the subpopulation average response collapsed on cue position (mean � SD). The last row represents the
subpopulation average response collapsed on the instructed position of attention (mean � SD).
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focus on cells with spatially selective phasic responses to the de-
tected target (FEF, 66/85, 78%; LIP, 40/52, 77%). Figure 3-4
shows the response of a representative FEF neuron to a target
presented inside its RF (black) or in the opposite hemifield (gray)
on valid trials. After cue presentation, this cell encodes the in-
structed attentional orientation in a sustained manner up to
target presentation. When the target is presented, a specific
target-related response builds up on this anticipatory compo-
nent. Figure 3-1 shows the response of a representative LIP
target-related neuron to a target predicted and presented con-
tralaterally (black) or ipsilaterally (gray) to its RF. This cell spe-
cifically encodes the presence of the target in its receptive field,
but does not show the FEF neuron’s anticipatory response. How-
ever, at the population level for both FEF and LIP, activity before
the presentation of a contralateral target was significantly higher
than before an ipsilateral target (Fig. 7-1,2). This activity can be
interpreted as an attentional spatial signal resulting from the in-
terpretation of the advanced information provided by the cue
about target position. The presence of such a signal is not surpris-
ing in the FEF given the high proportion of attention cue cells that
specifically represent this advanced information and the high
overlap between these unilateral target-related neurons with cue-
related neurons (49/66, 74%). An attentional signal as observed
here in LIP has also been described previously (Herrington et al.,
2009). It is unlikely that the 10% (n � 4) LIP attention cue-
related cells are on their own driving this population anticipatory
response. This signal could thus correspond to the output of local
computations combining cue position signals and cue identity
signals (cue and target LIP cell overlap, 22/40, 55%) or it could
reflect top-down endogenous influences from the FEF onto LIP,
as suggested previously (Ekstrom et al., 2008).

In view of the striking similarities between LIP and FEF in the
allocation of neuronal resources to target processing, the ques-
tion arises as to whether this processing takes place in parallel or
according to a temporal hierarchy between the two areas. Popu-
lation response curves to contralateral targets (Fig. 7-1,2) suggest
that FEF is responding to target presentation earlier than LIP. To
better characterize this observation, response latencies were thus
calculated for each cell (see “Latency of target-related cells” sec-
tion in Materials and Methods). We found that FEF had a signif-
icantly shorter median target response latency (166 ms) than LIP
(206 ms, Wilcoxon rank test, p � 0.0339, Fig. 8). This temporal
relationship between the neuronal responses of both areas is the
opposite of the cue-related responses latencies described above.

Discussion
The present experiment relied on the analysis of the neuronal
responses to the two key events of a cued target detection task,
namely the cue and the target, which allows the distinction be-
tween two cognitive processes in time, the voluntary orientation
of spatial attention, and target detection. Our results clearly sup-
port a functional dissociation between areas LIP and FEF in rela-
tion to these processes.

Neuronal substrates for endogenous attention control
predominate within the prefrontal cortex compared with
the parietal cortex
We show that over 25% of FEF cue-related cells specifically and
explicitly encode the spatial instruction of the cue independently
of its position or its identity. These cells thus reflect the spatial
allocation of attention that results from the interpretation of the
cue. This observation is consistent with prior electrophysiological
studies demonstrating neuronal correlates of attentional spatial
selection in the FEF (Thompson et al., 2005; Armstrong et al.,
2009; Zhou and Thompson, 2009). The average response latency
of this cell population is 40 ms longer than that of the remaining
cue-related cells, suggesting that the attentional signal that they
carry arises from local computations and is extracted from the
cue position and the cue identity information available within the
FEF. This view is consistent with the previous studies showing
that the spatial attention signal emerges in the FEF spikes before it
does on local field potential (Monosov et al., 2008) and the cen-
tral role attributed to the FEF in the top-down control of atten-
tion (Ekstrom et al., 2008; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Noudoost et al.,
2010; Noudoost and Moore, 2011).

We also show that only 10% of the LIP cue-related cells carry
an explicit coding of attention orientation. The weakness of this
signal in the parietal cortex compared with the prefrontal cortex
calls for a reevaluation of its exact role in attention control. In-
deed, although there is ample evidence for the contribution of
LIP to exogenous attentional processes (Ipata et al., 2006; Arcizet
et al., 2011) and in the integration of exogenous (stimulus-
driven) and endogenous (goal-directed) salience factors
(Gottlieb et al., 1998; Bisley and Goldberg, 2003), the present data
suggest that it is not at the source of endogenous attentional
control.

The exact role of the cue-selective neurons is unclear. One
possibility is that this population provides an implicit distributed
encoding of both cue position and instructed attention. In the
FEF, these cells could serve as computational intermediates to
the final coding of instructed attention by the attention cells. In
the LIP, given the scarcity of attention cells, attention would be
coded only in a distributed manner and not maintained over time
(Fig. 4-1). Although it is unclear why LIP and FEF would be
encoding attention differently, this possibility needs to be consid-
ered. Alternatively, this population of cue-selective cells could
represent a functional selectivity to the color of the cue, a feature
that is fundamental to the interpretation of the cues (Toth and
Assad, 2002). A last possibility is that this population encodes

Figure 6. Cue-related activities: cell latency analysis. Left: Cumulative distribution of cue-
response latencies for both FEF (black) and LIP (gray). Right: Median latency (plus median
absolute deviation) for each cue subpopulation. Sel indicates selective cue cells; Pos, position
cue cells; Att, attention cue cells. No values were available for the LIP Att category because n �
4. *p � 0.05; **p � 0.01, Wilcoxon rank test.

Table 2. DRs as a function of CTOA for monkeys M and Z

CTOA

150 ms 300 ms 600 ms 900 ms

DR (mean � SD)
Monkey M 85/21 86.2/15.4 77.4/19.7 64.4/24.7
Monkey Z 73.7/21.7 78.9/18.9 73.9/18.8 64/17.6

DRs are cumulated over shift and stay trials because there is no cue type main factor effect (one-way ANOVA, monkey
M, p � 0.35; monkey Z, p � 0.1).
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partial information about task rules as described by Stoet and
Snyder (2004). Further experiments involving a direct manipu-
lation of task rules and cue color would be required to reach a
conclusion about the role of this population.

Spatial attention response biases within the
frontoparietal cortex
Despite the fact that individual neurons encoding the attentional
interpretation of the cue are scarce in LIP, its population activity
shows a spatially selective bias toward the predicted target loca-
tion; this bias is very similar to the one observed before the target
in the FEF. In both areas, this attentional signal most probably
contributes to the facilitation of target detection, allowing a
quicker rise of neuronal activity to a decision threshold
(Herrington and Assad, 2009).

Both on the basis of the present work and the known high
connectivity between LIP and the FEF (Cavada and Goldman-
Rakic, 1989; Stanton et al., 1995), we suggest that this enhanced
pretarget LIP activity is the expression of a top-down modulation
arising in the FEF. The experimental design used here allows us to
obviate the confound between attention orientation and detec-
tion processes. We propose that the enhancement of LIP’s visual
responses to behaviorally relevant stimuli, which has classically
been considered to be the hallmark of endogenous attention in
such tasks as peripheral attention, memory guided saccades, or
visual search (Colby et al., 1996; Gottlieb et al., 2005; Ipata et al.,
2006; Herrington and Assad, 2009), is thus best described as re-
sulting from the top-down facilitatory influences originating in
the FEF.

Information flow within the parietofrontal network
Our data reveal a dual information flow within the parietofrontal
network (Fig. 9). Despite the fact that cue-induced attention ori-
entation signals originate within the prefrontal cortex, the cue
appears to be processed in the parietal cortex an average of 40 ms
before being processed in the prefrontal cortex. Conversely, al-
though both LIP and FEF are found to convey enhanced target-

related signals suitable to contribute to target processing and its
perceptual report, FEF target-related cells respond, on average,
40 ms before LIP target-related cells. What in the nature of the
cue, the target, and our task could account for these differential
parietofrontal information flows?

Both the cue and the target events need to be selected among
the distractors and interpreted by the monkey to perform the task
successfully. As a result, both have an extrinsic saliency that is
expected to be processed in a top-down manner. Both of them
also have an intrinsic saliency (color for the cue and spatial fre-
quency for the target) that contrasts with the visual properties of
the distractors. However, the task was designed such that the
monkey could readily identify the cue event among the distrac-
tors—the processing pressure being on its proper interpretation.
In contrast, the saliency of the target was decreased so that the
monkeys benefited from advanced cue information and main-
tained an average performance �80%. As a result, the cue-
distractor contrast was higher than the target-distractor contrast.
This differential intrinsic salience could account for the differen-
tial temporal information flow that we report between the pari-
etal and prefrontal cortex in processing the cue and the target.
Specifically, the relatively high cue to distractor contrast could
account for the earlier involvement of LIP in its processing than
the FEF, thus describing a bottom-up information flow within
the parietofrontal network as suggested previously (Buschman
and Miller, 2007). In contrast, the low target-to-distractor con-
trast would account for the prefrontal temporal advantage over
the parietal cortex, thus describing a top-down information flow
within this functional network (Buschman and Miller, 2007).
Earlier in this discussion, we described evidence supporting the
idea that FEF is at the source of voluntary attention orientation
signals and this, together with the prefrontal cortex priority in
processing the low-contrast target, suggests that the FEF plays a
key role in the processing of endogenous information compared
with LIP.

We have further refined the temporal hierarchy of cue pro-
cessing between the parietal and prefrontal cortex. LIP cells en-
code a specific type of cue at a specific location, on average, 40 ms
before other LIP or FEF cue-related cells. This is a confirmation of
the highly dynamic task-dependent visual representation held by

Figure 7. Target-related activities: population responses. FEF (1) and LIP (2) target-related
normalized population activities to a target expected and predicted contralaterally (black) or
ipsilaterally (gray), successively aligned on cue, target, and manual response onsets (mean �
SE). Statistically significant differences between the two conditions are represented by the
horizontal black line (paired t test, p � 0.05).

Figure 8. Cumulative latency distributions of target-related neurons in areas FEF (black) and
LIP (gray).
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LIP (Sereno and Maunsell, 1998; Ben Hamed et al., 2002; Toth
and Assad, 2002; Freedman and Assad, 2006; Fanini and Assad,
2009; Fitzgerald et al., 2011). The very short response latencies of
this LIP cell category compared with the FEF equivalent category
match a recent study comparing parietal and prefrontal cortex
categorization responses (Swaminathan and Freedman, 2012).
These very short latencies could correlate with the fact that the
monkeys have progressively become experts in the required task.
If this is indeed the case, we predict that these cue-selective cells
arise progressively in LIP, whereas their latencies become shorter
as learning progresses. Interestingly, our observations indicate
that the encoding of cue position follows in time the encoding of
cue selectivity described above. Our report of the average latency
at which cue position is signaled is very similar to that described
in a recent study investigating bottom-up spatial selection be-
tween the parietal and the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Katsuki
and Constantinidis, 2012). The exact relationship between the
cue-selective and cue position responses, if any, remains to be
investigated.
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